
First NYC (4/12/15)
The King and the New Israel 

Isaiah 27.1–13 

Sermon 
Life in the body: in Jan I rec'ed to the cong that we formally associate 
ourselves w MNYBA, said that we would provide time for members to 
consider this move (what, why, how). Beg next Sun men's & women's 
Bible classes will meet together in Haldeman for a few wks to consider 
this rec. All invited to attend. Will begin about 9.40/5 each Sun. 

In Indonesia w JWF, enjoying a day at a beach resort, talking, praying, 
resting. Delightful lunch: fish over rice, side salad. Coming to end of 
meal, all left on my plate pretty much garnish. But one thing caught my 
eye: what looked like a green bean w ends cut off, little darker. As JWF 
& I were talking, stabbed it w my fork & popped it in my mouth. Took a 
bite, releasing juices in little bean. Wasn’t a bean at all. In fact, what I’d 
put in my mouth was the hottest pepper I’ve ever tasted—bird’s eye 
chili/Thai chili. Wise thing to do: spit it out. Being a fool, I swallowed 
it. No rice left to dampen heat, little water. Suffered for a good ten mins. 
JWF: did you know what that was? Indos eat w their meal, one nibble at 
a time. What looked like a green bean turned out to be anything but. 

What’s true of plants also true of peo: not always what we seem. A big 
lessons in our txt: Isa 27 (p. 490). Prophet encapsulates human history 
in two cities: city of man (ruined city [24.10], heap of rubble [25.2], 
lofty city [26.5]) & city of G (this mtn [25.6], strong city [26.1], nat/land 
[26.15]). But Isa points out: living in Jeru doesn’t make you a res of city 
of G & living somewhere else doesn’t make you a res of city of man. 
Things not always as they seem/peo. Point Isa making in this chap, but 
uses a dift image. Look for it as I read. [Read txt.] 

As you can see, a # of images in chap. Main one in this sec, city, 
reappears (10): ergo series title. Another: the sea monster Leviathan (1). 
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But the one that dominates this chapter is agricultural: vine (song in vv. 
2–6, blessing in vv 12–13). G uses vine to describe Isr/Judah. 2nd time 
vine image used in Isa. 1st: 5.1–7 (p. 476). Very instructive to compare 
two. [Read txt.] As you can see, image of vine emph G's work of 
cultivating & protecting the vine. Present in both psgs: 5.2 (he dug it up, 
cleared it of stones, planted it w choicest vines, built a watchtower, cut 
out a winepress), 27.3 (I Y watch over it, I water it continually, I guard 
it day & night so that no one may harm it). Vine image emphs all that G 
had done for his peo: he chose Abr/Isaac/Jacob, he saved them through 
the despised bro Joseph, he protected them for 400 yrs in Egypt, he 
parted the waters of the Red Sea, he led them through the wilderness, he 
brought them into the Promised Land, he established the nation under 
the judges/Saul/David/Sol. From Abr to Isa had been some 1500 yrs & 
all those yrs stood as a record to G's work of growing, cultivating, 
protecting his peo. 

But in spite of all that G had done, the peo—not every single one, but 
by & large—the peo had gone astray. Had been set apart by G, called a 
holy nat, called to be G's spec peo on earth: 5.7 (the peo of Judah are 
the vines he delighted in), 27.4 (I am not angry). But peo did not live up 
to their calling: 5.7 (he looked for justice but saw bloodshed, for 
righteousness, but heard cries of distress), 27.9 (altar stones, Asherah 
poles). G brought them out of Egypt, but they complained all the way 
through the wilderness. G settled them in Canaan, but Jdgs shows the 
peo kept going back to their idolatry. G gave the kingdom to Saul, but 
he eventually turned his back on him. Even great David & Sol had 
serious moral deficiencies. By the time Isa came on the scene 300 yrs 
later, fruit on vine was largely deplorable: 5.4 (when I looked for good 
grapes, why did it yield only bad?). See what the image of the vine is 
getting at? Peo are not always what they seem. Peo seemed to be G's 
holy ones: attached to the vine, ethnic Israelites, descended from Jacob. 
But how they lived proved that their loyalties lay elsewhere: not what 
they seemed. Thing that betrays what peo really are is the fruit from 
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their lives. For peo of Jeru, fruit of their lives included not only violence 
& idolatry but as we've seen reliance on human wisdom (ch. 7) & 
rigorous keeping of G's law (ch. 1). Spiritually self-satisfied, had done 
what G told them to do, but in fact were blinded. Fruit of their lives 
showed that they didn't really bel G. At most simply using G while 
trusting their own sense of what was best, pursued their own ambitions 
even if it meant oppressing others, even ending their lives. Peo not 
always what they seem. 

& G would not—could not—leave them in their idolatry. To leave them 
in their idolatry would be to let murderers roam free & to let strong 
oppress weak. Ergo judgment: 5.5–6 (I will take away its hedge & it 
will be destroyed, break down its wall & it will be trampled, make it a 
wasteland neither pruned nor cultivated). G gave what they wanted: life 
wo him. & life wo him meant not only life wo his restrictions but also 
life wo his protection. In short, it meant trampling & destruction. Want 
violence? You'll be victim of violence—Assyria. Want oppression? 
You'll be victim of oppression—Babylon. 

But this psg adds to the pic in what must have been a confusing way. Bc 
where ch. 5 emphs judgment/trampling/destruction, ch. 27 emphs 
blessing/fruitfulness (6). In spite of Isr's sin, G never stopped loving his 
peo: I am not angry (4). Frankly not the pic many of us typically have 
of G. More informed by image of Zeus than image of Scr. But v. 1 
shows that G's judgment ultimately not pointed at his peo but at their 
enemy, Leviathan. At minimum a ref to Assyria/Babylon, but more 
going on as we shall see. G's love for his peo never ends. SLJ: "G's 
never stopping, never giving up, always & forever love." G wins his peo 
not by his threats but by his love. & when his love has full effect in his 
peo's lives, it produces fruit, fruit fitting for the vine. 

What is this fruit? What will G produce in the lives of his peo? Two 
ways of looking at it: love & peo. On one hand, love: love for G that 
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trusts his word, follows him unhesitatingly, seeks his glory. But not a 
pietistic love that leaves peo in monasteries: a love for G that translates 
into love for peo. Direct opp of violence/bloodshed/oppression. Gets at 
the real Leviathan: not Assyria/Bab/even Satan, but our own moral evil. 
Oswalt: ___. When G's love wins over hearts of his peo, transforms 
them into peo who love. 

Ergo 2nd fruit: peo. Love not an internal trait, by very nature outwardly-
faced. & a love that reflects G's love—never stopping, never giving up, 
always & forever—that kind of love wins peo over, bears fruit. That's 
what's in view in v. 6: fill all the world w fruit. Not just that G's peo will 
have such good char that the earth will be blessed by it, but also that G's 
peo will win others over, even those not part of the vine. Ergo vv. 4–5: 
let them come to me for refuge. G's arms as it were are wide open, 
inviting peo to come to him, loving them to himself through his peo. 

But like I said, this prediction must've confused Isa's first hearers. How 
can G both leave the vine to be destroyed & then use that same vine to 
fill all the world w fruit? Well, this is not the last time Scr uses the 
image of the vine. In fact a day came when Someone picked up this 
very image from Isa & said, "Let me tell you about the vine. Yes, G cuts 
off branches that don't bear fruit bc peo aren't always what they seem. 
Seem to be attached, but in reality are not. & yes, G prunes branches 
that bear fruit so that they bear more fruit—more love, more peo. But 
you want to know how the vine can both be destroyed & fill all the 
world w fruit? Here's how: I am the true vine" (cp. Jn 15.1–2). When J 
spoke those words on the eve of his crucifixion, wasn't saying that Isr 
was a false vine or a counterfeit. Indeed J himself an Israelite! Saying 
that image of the vine finds its fulfillment in him: the genuine vine, the 
ultimate vine, the true & greater vine. J is saying, "Everything G said 
about the vine as it relates to Isr finds its fulfillment in me bc I am the 
true Vine, I am the true Israel, I am the promised Son of David, I am the 
Messiah." 
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& when the penny drops for you—when you see J not just as a moral 
teacher or a great philosopher or a good man but as the true Vine—you 
realize how the vine can be destroyed yet also fill the world w fruit. For 
on the cross on that 1st Good Friday, J crushed, trampled, destroyed. In 
fact abandoned by G so that he cried out, My G, my G, why have you 
forsaken me? (Mt 27.46). Every judgment promised on Isr—indeed, 
promised on all humanity—found its fulfillment in J, the true Isr, the 
true SofM. But the Vine didn't stay dead. G brought him back to life that 
1st Easter Sunday & ever since G has been filling the world w his fruit. 
Friends, J is the t&g Vine, he is the New Isr. & just like vv. 4–5 predict, 
he is winning over briers & thorns—non-Israelites/Gens—to himself, 
changing their nature & making them part of himself. Oh, he's still 
winning Jews over to himself as well, but as Paul described in Rom 11 
he's grafting peo from all nations into his One peo. 

Takeaways 
1. Pray for a knowledge of G's love (Eph 3.14–19). Often view G as 
strict taskmaster, ready to snap when we step out of line. But G's love 
for us isn't earned by our obed, it's given bc of his S. Not wrath of G 
that leads us to repentance, but kindness of G (Rom 2.4). Pray for an 
experiential knowledge of his love, a knowledge that enjoys his love in 
every win & loss, every joy & sorrow, every moment, every circ. 

2. Love your neighbor. The fruit G produces in his peo: fruit of the Sp is 
love (Gal 5.22). & he'll prune you to produce love, remove extraneous 
things from our lives in order to make us more loving like he is. Jewish 
neighbors: befriend, learn, love, serve. Also non-Jewish neighbors. 

3. Bless your world. You who know J are part of the city of G living 
amid the city of man. G has made you exactly who you are for such a 
time as this. He's made you, equipped you, placed you here by his 
meticulous love. & now he sends you out w all that you are to bear fruit 
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in every way you've been gifted, in every arena about which you are 
passionate—human trafficking, abortion, intl justice, homelessness, 
arts, medicine, education. G made you to bless your world, to show that 
there's a better city. So invest everything you've got in the city of G. Oh 
that G’s Sp would employ us to subvert the city of ruin here in NY by 
bearing fruit in us—the fruit of love and beauty, of hope and peace. 

Peo are not always what they seem. In Isa's day some res of Jeru 
seemed to be in city of G but were in reality in city of man. Others who 
lived outside Judah—like peo of Nineveh converted through Jonah's 
min—seemed to be in city of man but were in city of G. No doubt same 
is true today: some peo who seem to be faithful Xians are actually res of 
the city of man, while others who seem to be out in world are actually 
part of the city of G. Not unlike Plutarch Heavensbee: games master in 
Mockingjay. Seemed to be part of sys, but in fact was working w/in sys 
to subvert the sys & bring in a better day. May G employ us the very 
same way—to be in the world, not of the world, but for the world—& 
through our labors may he subvert the city of ruin & bring peo to the 
city of G.
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